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The Semantic W eb and Linked Data m ovements with the aim of creating, publishing and interconnecting
machine readable information have gained traction in the last years. However, the majority of information
still is contained in and exchanged using unstructured documents, such as W eb pages, text documents,
images and videos. This can also not be expected to change, since text, images and videos are the
natural way in which humans interact with information. Semantic structuring of content on the other hand
provides a wide range of advantages compared to unstructured information. Semantically-enriched
documents facilitate information search and retrieval, presentation, integration, reusability, interoperability
and personalization. Looking at the life-cycle of semantic content on the W eb of Data, we see quite some
progress on the backend side in storing structured content or for linking data and schem ata. Nevertheless,
the currently least developed aspect of the semantic content life-cycle is from our point of view the
user-friendly manual and semi-automatic creation of rich semantic content.
In this thesis, we propose a semantics-based user interface model, which aims to reduce the complexity of
underlying technologies for semantic enrichment of content by W eb users. By surveying existing tools and
approaches for semantic content authoring, we extracted a set of guidelines for designing efficient and
effective semantic authoring user interfaces. W e applied these guidelines to devise a semantics-based user
interface model called W YSIW YM (W hat You See Is W hat You M ean) which enables integrated
authoring, visualization and exploration of unstructured and (semi-)structured content. To assess the
applicability of our proposed W YSIW YM model, we incorporated the model into four real-world use cases
com prising two general and two dom ain-specific applications. These use cases address four aspects of the
W YSIW YM implementation:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Its integration into existing user interfaces,
Utilizing it for lightweight text analytics to incentivize users,
Dealing with crowdsourcing of semi-structured e-learning content,
Incorporating it for authoring of semantic m edical prescriptions.

